Instructor:
Dr. Susan Birch
Office: Douglas Kenny Psychology Bldg. Room 2031 (corner of West Mall and University Blvd.)
Office hours: TBA
Email: sbirch@psych.ubc.ca

Teaching Assistants (TAs):
TAs for this course: TBA
Office Hours: TBA
Email
Office Location: In Douglas Kenny Psychology Bldg. Room

Course Description:
This course will provide an introduction to the major theories and empirical research that is fundamental to Developmental Psychology. This course will also provide an introduction to some of the most influential recent findings in the developmental psychology literature. Such topics include: language and conceptual development; social cognition, social and emotional development; gender development; and peer relations. In learning about typical development it is important to discuss how atypical development can shed light on many key issues. In accord with this, we will also touch on examples of atypical development (e.g., autism).

Course Time and Location: Tuesdays & Thursdays 2-3:20pm in CIRS 1250

Required Materials (Available at the UBC Bookstore or on-line; in looseleaf, hardcover, or e-book form)
Note: Either the 4th or 5th Canadian edition is required (no other editions as other editions differ in content).
Second-hand texts may be available as this text has been used previously and is also used for Psychology 302: Infancy

* approximately 4-8 additional readings will be required (e.g. recent articles). These will be made available on-line through the course website under ‘Required Readings’. The timeline for completing these readings will be announced in class.

Course Website: https://canvas.ubc.ca/
Please ensure you can access this site within the first week of classes. If you encounter any problems with the site anytime throughout the course seek help from UBC IT via arts.helpdesk@ubc.ca. If the problem persists after 2-3 days please forward your emails to/from UBC IT to me. If you encounter problems with the materials on the site, please contact me directly.

Grade Breakdown (out of 100%):
Examinations: There will be 4 Quarterly Exams during the term each worth 25% of your final grade. The first 3 will be held in class and the final quarterly exam will be held during exam period.
Optional Peer Review Assignment: If you choose to complete the optional peer review assignment you can a) have your assignment grade REPLACE your lowest exam grade OR b) have your assignment grade count for 20% of your grade and each of the 4 quarterly quizzes count for 20% each; whichever option results in the highest final grade.
Bonus option: HSP credits (up to an additional 3% after scaling is applied)

Optional ancillary materials (such as chapter outlines, practice quizzes, and some videos) are available through an optional course companion application called Launchpad. Free trial available. Version included with some editions of the text.

*Please note: These optional ancillary sites are provided by the publishing company. Neither the instructor nor UBC are responsible for the quality or accuracy of the material on this site, nor the availability of these resources. These sites have been known to go down during peak usage periods (e.g., the night before exams), so plan ahead. If the material on these sites ever conflicts with information provided in the text or in class always defer to the text or the in class material (and feel free to bring this to the attention of the instructor or TA).
Topic Timeline

We will spend ~2-4 classes on each of the 8 modules.
Note: Information on this syllabus is subject to change. To ensure you have the most up-to-date information you must attend class!

Module 1: Introduction to Childhood and Adolescence
Reading: Chapter 1

Module 2: Cognitive Development
Reading: Chapter 4

---Exam #1---

Module 3: Social-Cognitive Development
Reading: Chapter 7 up to the end of p. ___ & Required Readings

Module 4: Language Development
Reading: Chapter 6

---Exam #2---

Module 5: Social Development
Reading: Chapter 9

Module 6: Gender Development
Reading: Chapter 15

---Exam # 3---

Module 7: Emotional Development
Reading: Chapter 10

Module 8: Moral Development
Reading: Chapter 14 & Required Reading

Exam #4: During Exam Period (Date TBD)

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

Quarterly Examinations: The Quarterly exams will consist primarily of ‘Recognition’ questions (e.g., Multiple Choice, True/False, Fill-in-the-Blanks with set options). Note that by ‘recognition’ question I simply mean the answers are forced-choice rather than open ended—these are not limited to rote memory questions. They will also tap your ability to apply the concepts you have learned and think critically (e.g., which of the following is the best piece of evidence in support of x…). A small number of questions may require a brief written answer to an open-ended question.

Peer Review Assignment Option: Your task is to a) choose a topic, or question of interest, that is relevant to child and/or adolescent development, b) research that topic/question using scientific and reputable sources (i.e., research articles or research review manuscripts, textbooks, or book chapters written by developmental psychologists), c) clearly and succinctly present your findings to a lay audience (e.g., your peers or someone who likely has little background knowledge of the topic and has not had access to the research you did).

Students may work in pairs (but not in larger groups) and each member of the pair will receive the same grade for the assignment. You may choose one of the following formats for your assignment. Option 1: Videotape yourself (or you and your partner) giving a 6-10 minute educational oral presentation on your topic. Option 2: If you don’t want to appear in the video you can choose to create an animated 6-10 minute educational video presentation (e.g., using video editing software such as Camtasia or Go Animate or by producing a high-quality ‘voice-over’ video such as video-
Why Peer Review? One of the best methods for learning to communicate effectively is to evaluate and provide critical, constructive feedback on the written work or oral presentations of peers and to review and learn from the constructive feedback of others. As such, peer review will be used for the optional Peer Review Assignment. Each submission will be randomly assigned to peers (~10 of your classmates) for evaluation/assessment and critical, constructive comments. Each student/peer is required to evaluate and provide constructive feedback on the submission using the rubric provided. Peer reviews must be completed by the due date. Failure to complete ALL of the required peer reviews by the due date will result in a grade of zero for this course component for the peer reviewer. The final grade awarded is the median of the grades assigned by the peer evaluators (i.e. the mid-point score, more resistant to error than the mean/average). There is considerable research showing that grades derived in this manner are of the same as or higher quality than grades assigned by a TA or by an instructor (see Cho, Schunn & Wilson, 2006). More importantly, by using peer evaluators, the author of each submission will not only receive a grade on his/her work from multiple sources, but will also receive specific feedback from several reviewers and will have had the benefit of seeing a range of other answers and learning from their variety, insights, and their strengths and weaknesses. TAs will do quality control checks of the peer evaluations (e.g., examining the data for outliers, sampling techniques). If after a self-evaluation of your submission using the provided rubric you feel that the median grade from the peer reviewers is not at all merited you may request that your submission also be graded by a TA; note however doing so may result in either a higher or lower grade depending on the TA’s assessment (using the same rubric provided to the peer reviewers).

BONUS: HSP Optional Research Participation

Psychology is an active and exciting scientific discipline. Up to 3 additional percentage points can be added to your grade after any scaling that may be needed is applied. To earn these points you have two options:

1. Participate in the Psychology Department Human Subjects Pool:
   Most students will choose to participate in psychology studies (earning point for each hour) through the Department of Psychology’s Human Subject Pool (HSP) system. You can locate, create an account, and sign up for studies by going to https://hsp.psych.ubc.ca. Please register on the system by the end of the first month of classes, for the opportunity to earn your first ½ hour credit with a brief online survey that will increase your eligibility for more studies.
   Once registered on the system, you will be able to browse through and select the studies in which you wish to participate, sign up for an available timeslot, and confirm the points you have earned. At the end of the last day of class for the term, the subject pool closes. After this day, you will no longer be able to earn points by participating in research. Therefore, we strongly urge you to participate long before the last week of class.
   For instruction on how to use the HSP online system, go to http://www.psych.ubc.ca/resguide.psy, and read the document entitled “Subject Pool Information for Participants.”

2. Alternative assignment -- Library writing projects: As an alternative to participation in psychology subject pool experiments, you may complete a library-writing project. Such projects consist of reading and summarizing 1) the research question, 2) the methods and 3) the results (in written form) of a research article from the peer reviewed journal Psychological Science. You will receive one (1) research participation credit for each article summary that meets the following requirements:
   · The article must have been published in the journal titled “Psychological Science”
   · The article must have a publication date from the year 2000 to the present (i.e. papers from 2001 are acceptable; those from 1999 or earlier are not)
   · The article must be a research article; it cannot be a review, a news item, a notice, a letter to the editor, etc.
   · The summary should be approximately 500 words in length
You must include your name, student number, course, section, instructor and email address on each summary.

You must log on to the Human Subject Pool system (http://hsp.psych.ubc.ca/) and create an account before submitting your article summaries. Course credit for submitting article summaries is assigned via the online system.

For each course, you may obtain the same number of extra credits via the library option as specified in the course syllabus (i.e. the same number of credits available for students who participate in research)

Summaries must be submitted no later than 10 days before the end of classes.

You are to submit your article and your summary to turnitin.com. If you don’t have a turnitin account already (from a previous course), you will need to create a user account in Turnitin. For the library assignment the class ID is 6880064, class name is Library Option for HSP, and password is research. See www.turnitin.com, and click on the “Training” link at the top of the page for detailed instructions on how to submit papers to Turnitin.

Any student who is suspected of plagiarism will, at a minimum, not be granted credit, and their course instructor will be notified. Further action may be taken at a departmental or university level.

---

**Psychology Department’s Position on Academic Misconduct**

Cheating, plagiarism, and other forms of academic misconduct are very serious concerns of the University, and the Department of Psychology has taken steps to alleviate them. In all cases of suspected academic misconduct, the parties involved will be pursued to the fullest extent dictated by the guidelines of the University. Strong evidence of cheating or plagiarism may result in a zero credit for the work in question. According to the University Act (section 61), the President of UBC has the right to impose harsher penalties including (but not limited to) a failing grade for the course, suspension from the University, cancellation of scholarships, or a notation added to a student’s transcript. All graded work in this course, unless otherwise specified, is to be original work done independently by individuals. If you have any questions as to whether or not what you are doing is even a borderline case of academic misconduct, please consult your TA or instructor. For details on pertinent University policies and procedures, please see Chapter 5 in the UBC Calendar (http://students.ubc.ca/calendar).

---

**Psychology Department’s Policy on Grade Distributions and Scaling**

To reduce grade inflation and maintain equity across multiple course sections, psychology courses are required to comply with departmental norms regarding grade distributions. According to departmental norms, the mean grade in a 300-level class is 69-70% for a good class, 68 for an average class, and 66 for a weak class, with a standard deviation of ~13%. The corresponding figures for 100- and 200-level Psychology courses are 67, 65, and 63, with a standard deviation of 14. Scaling is likely to be required in order to comply with these norms; grades may be scaled up or down as necessary. Official scaling is applied at the end of the course.